
  
Curriculum   overview   –   Science   

  

  

  

Year   1   

Scientific   thinking   
Observing   closely   
Can   they   discuss   what   they   
see/feel/smell/hear/taste?   
Can   they   use   simple   
equipment   to   make   
observations?   
  

Challenge:   
Can   they   find   out   by   watching,   
listening,   smelling,   tasting   and   
touching?   

Performing   tests   
Can   they   perform   a   simple   test?   
Can   they   explain   what   they   have   done?   
  

Challenge:   
Can   they   give   a   simple   reason   for   their   
answers?   

Identifying   and   classifying   
Can   they   identify   and   classify   things   they   observe?   
Can   they   think   of   questions   to   ask?   
Can   they   answer   some   scientific   questions?   
Can   they   give   a   simple   reason   for   their   answer?   
Can   they   explain   what   they   have   found   out?   
  

Challenge:   
Can   they   talk   about   similarities   and   differences?   
Can   they   explain   what   they   have   found   using   scientific   
vocabulary?   
  

Recording   findings   
Can   they   show   their   work   using   pictures,   
labels   and   captions?   
Can   they   record   their   findings   using   
standard   units?   
Can   they   put   some   information   in   a   chart?   
  

Challenge:   
Can   they   use   ICT   to   show   their   working?   
Can   they   measure   accurately?   

  Autumn   -   Living   By   A   River/local   global   Spring   -   Earth   and   Space   Summer   -   Could   I   Change   the   World?   

Knowledge,   
skills   and   
outcomes   

*Seasonal   changes   -   One   lesson   each   half   term   
-   Take   photos   and   create   a   seasons   book   as   a   
class   that   can   be   added   to   every   term.   (see   
summer)   

Our   Bodies   
● name   the   main   external   parts   of   the   body   
● understand   the   purpose   of   a   skeleton   
● name   some   of   the   bones   in   the   body   
● explore   the   five   senses   and   which   body   part   

is   associated   with   each   
Project:   Make   a   life   size   3D   model   of   our   bodies   -   
papier   mache   bones   and   organs   -   DT   link   

  
  
  

Types   of   Animals   
● identify   the   features   and   structures   of   the   

five   types   of   animals:   mammals,   reptiles,   
amphibians,   birds   and   fish   

Project:   Wildlife   safari   -   Go   to   Mudchute/Zoo/pet   
shop   and   use   own   classification   sheets   (focussing   
on   observable   traits)   to   identify   different   
animals.   

  
  
  
  
  
  
  

Animal   Classification   
● identify   what   animals   need   to   survive   
● investigate   different   types   of   animal   homes   
● investigate   the   diets   of   different   kinds   of   

animals,   understand   that   some   animals   kill   
other   animals   for   food   

● classify   animals   as   carnivores,   herbivore   or   
omnivores   

Project:   Soanes   Centre   trip   -   animal   hunt   and   
classification   into   predator/prey   (take   soft   
toy   props/models   to   extend).   

  
  
  
  



  

  

  

  
Everyday   Materials   

● understand   that   we   use   materials   to   make   
things     

● identify   some   common   materials   and   
everyday   objects   made   from   them:   wood,   
glass,   metal,   plastic,   rock,   water   

● understand   that   we   choose   different   
materials   to   make   objects   based   on   their   
suitability     

● explore   some   of   the   simple   physical   
properties   of   materials:   hard,   soft,   rigid,   
flexible,   transparent,   opaque,   waterproof,   
absorbent,   elastic   

Project:   Build   a   model   raft   for   a   river   journey   
giving   reasons   for   material   from   testing   results   -   
Make   a   life   size   version   to   try   out   on   the   river!!   

  
  

  
Seasonal   Changes   

● name   of   the   four   seasons   and   describe   how   
they   are   different   

● recognise   how   weather   changes   over   the   four   
seasons   

● understand   how   the   seasons   affect   animals   
● recognise   that   humans   change   what   they   eat,   

do   and   wear   to   adapt   to   the   seasons   
● explore   how   day   length   varies   across   the   

seasons   
Project:   Make   an   animation/drama   piece   
explaining   the   seasonal   changes.   

  
Plants   

● define   what   a   plant   is     
● understand   what   plants   need   to   grow   
● understand   that   plants   grow   from   seeds   
● name   the   different   parts   of   a   plant   and   

explain   their   function   -   roots,   stem,   leaves,   
flower   

● name   and   identify   common   garden   plants     
● name   and   identify   common   wild   plants     
● recognise   that   plants   can   be   deciduous   or   

evergreen,   and   this   means   they   lose   or   keep   
their   leaves   in   autumn   and   winter   

Project:   Sunflower   growing   competition   +   Going   
on   a   plant   hunt.   Can   they   find   all   given   trees   in   
the   playground?   Can   they   explain   the   different   
parts   of   the   tree   and   what   they   do?   Record   the   
explanation   (oracy).   

Prior   learning   Nursery   /   Reception     
names   of   key   body   parts     
the   five   senses   
food   that   is   good   for   me   

Nursery   /   Reception   
names   and   features   of   animals   

Nursery   /   Reception   
where   some   animals   live   -   pets,   wild   animals,   
minibeasts   
plants,   growing   plants   from   seed   
growing   plants   we   can   eat   

Future   learning   Y2   Healthy   humans   
Y3,   4,   5,   6    Animals   incl   humans   
Y2   Uses   of   everyday   materials   
Y5   Properties   and   changes   of   materials   

Y2   How   animals   grow   
Y3,   4,   5,   6   Animals   incl   humans   

Y2   Living   things   and   their   habitats,   living   in   
habitats   
Y3,   4,   5,   6   Animals   incl   humans   
Y4,   6   Living   things   and   their   habitats   
Y3   Plants   
Y4   Rainforests   


